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WHY A ROBOT MOWER? WHY AMBROGIO?
Regular Cutting

Lawns always looking immaculate with grass kept at the perfect length.

Low Running Costs

With the latest battery and motor technology, Ambrogio Robots use very 

little energy. Mowing 3000m2 (≈15 tennis courts) would use under £30 

per year of electricity. 

Always Mulching

Mulching returns essential nutrients and moisture back to your lawn. 

Acting as fertiliser, these micro-cuttings help your lawn grow greener 

and healthier.

Save Time

Knowing your lawn will be maintained, you can do something else, 

whether it’s tending to the flowers, or spending more time with family.  

Weather Sensors

Rain and temperature sensors mean you can control the conditions your 

robot mows in.  

Warranty

Ambrogio is committed to providing top quality robotic mowers with 

models coming with up to a 6 year warranty.

Quality Components

We understand that our robots are only as good as the weakest part. 

That’s why 98% of components are European manufactured and high 

precision parts like circuit boards are printed on site at our Italian HQ. 

Experience

We have decades of specialist experience dedicated to robotics, software 

and battery technology including exclusive patented technologies. 

Innovation, creativity, expertise, know-how, passion, 

enthusiasm, ethics and social responsibility are core 

values at Zucchetti Centro Sistemi SpA. The company 

has become a world leader in robotics and automation 

and it also specialises in renewable energies and 

software development.

Since 2000 Zucchetti Centro Sistemi has 
designed, created and innovated its Ambrogio 
robot lawnmowers.

The robot specialists

INTRODUCING AMBROGIO Ambrogio robot is the automatic lawn mower that takes care of the 

lawn completely on its own and in complete safety. On the market for 18 years, Ambrogio is the ideal robotic lawn mower for those 

looking for professionalism, technological innovation, excellence, combined with respect for the environment. 

Ambrogio is the perfect machine to manage any type of garden every day; from small residential lawns, simple and complex, to 

gardens & parks covering a couple of acres. 

The latest technology and high quality of the materials used for Ambrogio allows you to choose when and how to activate the 

robot during the day, so that the garden is free of obstacles whenever necessary. The ZCS smart technology allows you to connect 

securely to your mower. Ambrogio lawnmowers give you the time and freedom to enjoy your garden and outdoor life to the fullest.

Italian made; all Ambrogio robotic lawnmowers are assembled by hand at our Italian production site, with each and every robot 

being tested in our state of the art facility before being packed.  



GPS Location Tracking 

Pinpoint your robot on the map

Geofence Alarm

Get notified if the robot moves 

outside your pre-set GPS area. 

Go Home 

Send the robot to the recharging 

base

Go Away 

Temporarily exclude a particular 

area of the garden

 Ambrogio Remote App

4.0 In App

Sat Dynamic Memory (SDM) Cutting

Update your robots software 

& download manuals 

Move your mower with Bluetooth 

Remote Control feature

STAY CONNECTED

Simple to use  

Manage multiple robots

With the ZCS CONNECT MODULE* the 

future is here and now!

Connect and interact with the robot 

every time and everywhere (with your 

own smartphone or tablet). 

By using the Ambrogio Remote App it is 

possible to set up the robot time profiles, 

verify location (geo localization), isolate 

and/or work on specific areas of the 

garden (Go Away), monitor the status 

of the robot and receive alerts when 

it comes out of the garden (Geofence 

alarm, an evolved anti-theft system). 

Thanks to the Go Home and Work Now 

functions, it is possible to tell the robot 

the return to the recharging station and 

work in the garden whenever you need.

All of this can be done from anywhere 

in the world, giving you ultimate peace 

of mind that your lawn will always be 

looking it’s best. 

Utilising the built in GPS, Ambrogio mowers know where they have recently mown and 

where they need to focus their cutting effort. 

The satellite navigation system, based on advanced algorithms, allows the robot to create 

virtual maps, recording where it has mown as it goes.

As the mower passes through a quadrant, it checks if the area has been fully mown 

recently. If it has, the robot continues to mow through the area. If it enters a section which 

has not been mown in the last few days, it changes mode to cut in a spiral navigation 

pattern, completely cutting the quadrant in full before moving on. 

With Sat Dynamic Cutting, Ambrogio lawnmowers benefit from the improved coverage 

of a random cutting pattern, paired with the greater efficiency of focused, time saving, 

systematic navigation. 

Geofence Allarm! 
Il tuo robot e' uscito dal perimetro stabilito!

* Contact your dealer for the operating requirements in your country. Free traffic data for two years. Renewable on expiration.

* Standard on all models with ZCS connect module.
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NO INSTALLATION, NO WIRE, NO FUSS

Simply place the robot on your lawn and set it off 

mowing. The smart grass sensors (ZGS) detect where 

your lawn ends to keep it in the right area. 

When it’s finished simply pick it up and put it on charge. 

Keeping small gardens in pristine condition has never 

been easier with the new Ambrogio L60 Deluxe, designed 

for residential gardens up to 200m2. Ambrogio L60 

Deluxe is ideal for those who want a perfectly mowed 

lawn, without the need to install perimeter wires. The 

robot’s ease of use also allows it to be put into service 

immediately and transported across multiple areas and 

different gardens. 

The L60 Deluxe is one of the Ambrogio GREENline 

models. Designed to allow you to benefit from all the 

advantages offered by Ambrogio’s simple and innovative 

technology. These models provide an excellent cut 

and nutrition of the turf, resulting in a greener, lusher, 

healthier lawn in a completely eco-friendly way.

SIMPLE & ECO-FRIENDLY

Respects the environment and works quietly, the 

management is simple and intuitive.

SMALL, COMPACT & SAFE

Designed for small to medium sized gardens, it moves 

with agility in complete safety.

NO SET UP ROBOTIC MOWING

DROP &
 

MOW
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No perimeter wire to install

Lightweight and portable

Slopes up to 50%

Four wheel drive

Symmetrical Design; Bilateral 
Working Reduces Turning 

Bumper With Mechanical 
Obstacle Sensor

Simple Control Panel & 
Charging Point

4 Edged Solid Steel Blade & 
ZGS Grass Detecting Sensors

Bluetooth Receiver & App 

Keeping small gardens in flawless condition has never been easier with the new Ambrogio L60 

Deluxe, designed for residential gardens up to 200 m2. Ambrogio L60 Deluxe is ideal for those 

who want a perfectly mowed lawn, without the need to install perimeter wires. Thanks to its 

ease of use, the robot can be put immediatly on service mode and can be moved in different 

areas and multiple yards. With the Ambrogio App it is possible to control and update the robot.

Simple, no installation for small areas

Eco Mode Sensor  To recognise the mowed areas and reduce working times to the total advantage of the lawn and 

less wear of the robot.

Bluetooth Receiver  To transfer software updates from Smartphone/Tablet to the robot and to use the “Ambrogio 

Remote” App from iOS and Android.

ZGS Sensor  The ZGS (Zucchetti Grass Sensor) sensor detects the presence of grass and allows the robot to 

recognise any holes or empty spaces, even without a perimeter wire marking off the area.

Navigation The combination of drop off, bump and ZGS sensors allow the L60 to navigate your lawn. It can detect 

solid obstacles, borders / cliff edges and level patio, or any area without grass. 

200 m2

NO Installation  NO Perimeter Wire! **Tennis court area comparison is an approximation 

based on standard singles tennis court dimensions. 

1 X
** Lawn Area200 m2

5 Ah lithium-ion

Continuous cutting*2 h00
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The L30 & L35 platform robotic lawnmowers are our 

most compact, fully autonomous mowers designed for 

small and medium sized lawns up to 1800m2.

A short tripod design wheelbase allows these robots to 

easily move around your garden, gently following any 

natural undulations in a lawn.

The small design is inconspicuous in a garden and takes 

up minimal space once installed. 

Soft rubberised bumpers protect the mower and any 

obstancles in your garden from any scuffs or marks. 

With a narrower profile, this range of mowers are ideal 

for more complex lawn layouts where manoeuverability is 

crucial. 

Despite being small, the range topping L35 Deluxe is as 

mighty as the rest. Packed with the latest generation of 

Ambrogio electronics, it features all the innovations you 

get on our top models including active bumper sensors, 

and GPS enhanced navigation systems. 

 

QUICK & MANOEUvRABlE
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Simple and intuitive display

Manage up to 2 separate lawn areas 

Slopes up to 45%

Push Stop and Rain Sensor Quad-Edged Solid Stainless 
Steel Mulching Blade

Integrated Grass Combs  Bluetooth Receiver + App Automatic recharging

Ambrogio L30 was designed to mow small/medium and complex gardens with narrow and 

tight spaces. The smart cutting algorithm and Eco Mode sensor ensure complete mowing 

of the lawn and optimisation of the working times. 

The solid 25cm quad-edged stainless steel blade mulches the grass into micro-clippings. 

These decompose quickly returning nutrients and moisture into the lawn to nourish it.

With the Ambrogio Remote App it is also possible to control and update the robot.

Compact and efficient for complex gardens

Bluetooth Receiver  To transfer software updates from Smartphone/Tablet to the robot and to use the “Ambrogio 

Remote” App from iOS and Android.

600 m2

600 m2

**Tennis court area comparison is an approximation based on 

standard singles tennis court dimensions. 

** Lawn Area

2.5 Ah lithium-ion Continuous cutting *min50



*The work cycles vary in relation to the amplitude and to the characteristics of the area.8

High efficiency brushless motors

Manage up to 4 separate areas

Slopes up to 45%

Display Cover & Push Stop Quad-Edged Solid Stainless 
Steel Mulching Blade

Soft Rubber Bumper Rain Sensor (disableable if 
lawn conditions suit)

Manage In App Or Using 
Display

Developed for complex areas up to 1100 m2 featuring hedges, flower beds and ponds. The 

brushless motors and powerful lithium-ion batteries allow long working cycles and managing 

slopes up to 45%. The Ambrogio Remote App allows to manage and update the robot.

Small, precise and fast

Powerful lithium-ion batteries

Eco Mode Sensor  To recognize the mowed areas and reduce working times to the total benefit of the lawn and 

less wear of the robot.

Bluetooth Receiver  To transfer software updates from Smartphone/Tablet to the robot and to use the “Ambrogio 

Remote” App from iOS and Android.

1100 m2

5 Ah lithium-ion Continuous cutting *2 h30 Robot free gardenh18

**Tennis court area comparison 

is an approximation based on 

standard singles tennis court 

dimensions. 

** Lawn Area
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High efficiency brushless motors

Manage up to 8 separate areas

Slopes up to 45%

Powerful lithium-ion batteries

Keypad & LED Display Bumper & Active Mechanical 
Obstacle Sensor 

Large Treaded Rear Wheel Quad-Edged Solid Stainless 
Steel Mulching Blade

Automatic Recharging

The brand new L35 Deluxe, small and compact, involves a high degree of innovation. Its 

brushless motors and the advanced cutting systems allow the robot to handle areas, up to 1,800 

sqm in the least time possible. 

Innovative and compact

ZCS Connect To connect and interact every time and everywhere with the robot.

“Smart Partition”cutting system  The robot creates and stores virtual maps of the area to be mowed and 

remembers the working times used for each area. When the robot is working in an area that has not been mowed for 

some time, it cuts the grass with a spiral system overlapping with the random cutting.

“SDM” Cut (Sat.Dynamic Memory)  The new satellite navigation system, based on 

advanced algorithms, allows to the robot recognize the areas just mowed. The robot creates virtual 

maps and cuts longer on dated areas, ensuring time saving and greater efficiency.

1800 m2

5 Ah lithium-ion Continuous cutting *2 h30 Robot free gardenh17
BLUETOOTH & GSM ZCS CONNECT

patent pending

INNOVATIVE 

MOTHERBOARD

** Lawn Area

Tennis Courts9 X

**Tennis court area comparison is an approximation based on standard singles tennis court dimensions. 
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LATEST GENERATION 
MOTHERBOARD

The processors are faster 

and can process more data at 

higher rates, with less power 

consumption.

TOUCH DISPLAY
The interactive and intuitive touch 

display allows interacting with the 

graphic interface of the operating 

system by simply touching the 

screen with your fingers, without 

having to use physical keys.

*Touch screen display not available on L35 Deluxe

BLUETOOTH & GSM
The communication technology that 

allows updating the software and 

driving the robot at close range.

ZCS CONNECT*
This new  ZCS labeled device allows to connect and interact with the robot every time and everywhere (with your own smartphone or tablet). By using 

the Remote App Ambrogio it is possible to set up the robot time profiles, verify location (geo localisation), isolate and/or work on specific areas of the 

garden (Go Away), monitor the status of the robot and receive alerts when it comes out of the garden (Geo fence alarm, an evolved anti-theft system). 

Thanks to the Go Home and Work Now functions, it is possible to force the return to the recharging station and work in the garden.

*Free traffic data for two years. Renewable on expiration.

Featured on PROline models:

ZCS 
INNOVATIVE 

INSIDE

LARGE AREAS? AMBROGIO HAS IT COvERED WITH MULTI-ROBOT MOWING

LARGE LAWNS  

Robots can work within the same area using their smart navigation to increase 

total coverage.

TIGHT ON TIME  

Covering lawns faster than a single robot could. With multiple robots working 

together in an area, your lawns will be available to enjoy for longer each day. 

With the ability to work as a team, Ambrogio can mow larger lawns or reduce 

the time needed to mow an area. Any ZCS connected models can work together 

to give the optimum cut. 

Using the ZCS smart navigation systems, robots can work within the same area 

to increase total coverage or reduce required working times. 

Set up multiple mowers on one perimeter wire for true teamwork, or designate 

seperate areas for each robot to mow. 

All ZCS Connect Featured Models Are Compatible With 
Helping Your Pets & Ambrogio Safely Share Your Lawn



*The work cycles vary in relation to the amplitude and to the characteristics of the area. 11

The L250 models & L350 share the same tough chassis 

finished with the latest electonics creating a range of super 

smart robotic mowers that can mow lawns up to 7000m2 each. 

Unique Flex-Grip Rubber wheels give the performance of a 

low pressure pnematic tyre. Pairing this flexible wide footprint 

with the soft rubber compound these wheels provide superior 

grip  in all conditions. The flexible tread is self cleaning as it 

reshapes to the surface.

Our Patented front wheel design has been developed so the 

front wheels move independantly of the chassis. As the ground 

under the robot changes, the wheels can adapt to the surface 

so the cutting deck can give a smooth, even, precise and 

contoured lawn finish. 

 

The PRO line of Ambrogio robotic lawnmowers is designed for 

those who want a top quality, professional product. 

Across the range all models are fitted with brushless motors, 

powerful lithium-ion batteries and advanced cutting systems to 

meet the needs of garden owners who want to keep their lawn 

in perfect condition, all year round.

AUTONOMOUS & EFFICIENT 

Ambrogio does not need to work for repeated continuous 

cycles during the day and night. The powerful batteries and 

careful programming allow Ambrogio to rest all night and part 

of the day (or vice versa, according to the needs of the owner).

HIGH PERFORMANCE & MAXIMUM PRECISION

Ambrogio easily handles the most difficult slopes, up to 45% 

across the range. The stainless steel blades ensure precise 

cutting on any type of grassy surface. 

SMART & USER-FRIENDLY

Ambrogio’s rain sensors, which can be turned off at any time, 

signal the robot to return to the charging station in case of rain. 

SAFE

Alongside the standard high level safety sensors found on all 

Ambrogio robots, the L250 & L350 series platforms feature a 

fully isolated chassis cover which allows 360o obstacle bump 

activation. 

INNOVATIVE INSIDE 

Ambrogio becomes a real smart product, hyper-connected 

to the cloud with the IoT. Latest generation processors, ZCS 

Connect, Touch Display, GSM and Bluetooth. The Ambrogio 

Remote APP allows you to configure, manage and control 

the functions of the robot, even remotely. It also allows you to 

consult the catalogue, manuals and to stay up to date on news 

about Ambrogio products.

ENJOY YOUR SMART GARDEN
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High efficiency brushless motors

Manage up to 8 separate areas

Slopes up to 45%

Powerful lithium-ion batteries

Touchscreen Display Patented Floating Front Wheel Flex-Grip Rubber Rear Wheel Optional Metal Grip Spikes Automatic Recharging In 
Docking Station

The two L250i models, Elite and Elite S+, are a concentration of innovation and 

technology. The touchscreen display, advanced GPS assisted navigation systems and 

ZCS Connect module make the robots extremely efficient and innovative.

Interactive and Smart

Patented front wheels  They move independently of each other, while maintaining high 

cutting performances even on irregular and uneven terrain.

“Smart Partition”cutting system  The robot creates and stores virtual maps of the area to be mowed and 

remembers the working times used for each area. When the robot is working in an area that has not been mowed for 

some time, it cuts the grass with a spiral system overlapping with the random cutting.

5000 m2

3200 m2 5000 m2

Robot free gardenRobot free garden

Continuous cutting *Continuous cutting *

15 Ah lithium-ion7.5 Ah lithium-ion

7 h003 h30

h12h16

TOUCH DISPLAY BLUETOOTH & GSM
INNOVATIVE 

MOTHERBOARD
ZCS CONNECT

** Lawn Area 

X 16 X 25
**Tennis court area comparison is an approximation based on standard singles tennis court dimensions. 
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High efficiency brushless motors

Manage up to 8 separate areas

Slopes up to 45%

Touchscreen Display Adjustable Rain Sesnor Self Cleaning Flex-Grip Rubber 
Rear Wheel

Metal Grip Spikes; For Soft 
Wet Conditions (Optional)

Robot in Charging Station

The L350i Elite can mow lawns up to 7000 m2 and work for seven consecutive hours, while 

maintaining high mowing performance. The touchscreen display makes programming simple 

and intuitive.The standard ZCS Connect module ensures safety and ease of use.

Attractive design and high technology

Powerful lithium-ion batteries

Rear wheel  For excellent grip on all types of terrain, even on wet surfaces.

“Smart Partition”cutting system  The robot creates and stores virtual maps of the area to be mowed and 

remembers the working times used for each area. When the robot is working in an area that has not been mowed for 

some time, it cuts the grass with a spiral system overlapping before continuing the random cutting action.

7000 m2

15 Ah lithium-ion Continuous cutting *7 h00 Robot free gardenh9
TOUCH DISPLAY BLUETOOTH & GSM

INNOVATIVE 

MOTHERBOARD
ZCS CONNECT

** Lawn Area
Tennis Courts35 X

**Tennis court area comparison is an approximation based on standard singles tennis court dimensions. 
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Ambrogio 4.0 is the first garden robot of the new digital 

era that revolutionises gardening robotics. It comes 

equipped with a new technology platform, a futuristic 

design and an articulated state-of-the-art structure, 

Ambrogio 4.0 makes it possible to manage uneven 

surfaces in a better way and to adapt to different shaped 

and sized green areas. 

SMART BATTERIES

Lithium-ion batteries are equipped with Bluetooth 

technology to exchange information with the 

motherboard, to optimise charging and power 

consumption and monitor the state of health of the 

battery itself.

DECK REVOLUTION

Flexability and articulation are at the core of this latest 

innovation. Flexing independantly of the rear drive unit, 

the deck can closely follow lawn contours for a stunning 

cut. The top of the deck is perforated to allow rain to help 

the robot clean intself and rinse debris away. 

GRIP

Designed to accommodate a double wheel that allows 

a higher degree of stability and adherence with less 

pressure on the lawn. It is also possible to insert the 

spike that helps the robot move through damp areas and 

in presence of slopes. This means your garden will be 

obstacle free so you can fully enjoy your outdoor space 

that is now perfectly neat and trim.

Extremely high-performing lawnmowers with 

the utmost reliability which come complete with 

a 6-year warranty*.  

The cutting performance near the charging station has 

also been enhanced: the new “reverse” charging feature 

allows the station to be positioned on the edge of the 

garden, thus perfecting the cutting action. The brand new 

4.0 models are super-technological, super-smart and 

interactive, created especially for you!



Ambrogio 6 Year Warranty On All 4.0 Models  

For The Ultimate Peace Of Mind

2

4
+

year warranty
covering the conditions and limitations stated in the 

warranty booklet

to the warranty covering plastic components that are not 
subject to wear and tear that have manufacturing defects.

to the warranty covering electronic components excluding 
the limitations specified in the warranty booklet. 

to the warranty covering cutting and propulsion motors 
limited up to 5,000 hours of operation.

In order for the warranty extension to be valid, it is 

mandatory to carry out regular winter servicing, to register 

such servicing on the manufacturer’s website, to request 

the issuing and the appropriate filing of the relative,  

duly-completed certifications.

year extension

Warranty up to 6 years   

Battery

5.8 Ah

Battery Charger

5.0 A

Working Time

2:45 h

Recharging Time

1:30 h

Battery

8.7 Ah

Battery Charger

8.0 A

Working Time

3:45 h 

Recharging Time

1:30 h

MEDIUM PREMIUM
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Super Smart, Super Flex … the future is already here!

2200m
2 3500m

2

MEDIUM PREMIUM

The 4.0 Elite model combines the characteristics of flexibility and modularity with 4.0 

technological innovation. It is mounted on board the ZCS Connect device that, together 

with the GPS, Bluetooth and GSM technology, enables the connection of the robot 

anytime and anywhere, in total safety. It is possible to stop, start, exclude areas to be 

cut and monitor the robot with a simple touch of a button. 

Thanks to the Geofence Alarm, the system makes it possible to warn the user when the 

robot leaves the garden area. This way, you will always be aware of the movements that 

your Ambrogio 4.0 makes. It is also fitted with a state-of-the-art anti-theft system. It 

can be combined with the Medium or Premium Power Unit ranging between 2200 and 

3500 m2. 

Adjusting the cutting height has never been easier. The 4.0 has motorised cut height 

adjustment so changing it is simple and precise. The ZCS technology is more user-

friendly and interactive: enabling the easier management of your lawn in a completely 

autonomous manner. Always, anywhere, anytime… super smart Ambrogio!

4.0 is the only line of robot lawnmowers that has up to 6-year warranty.

Soft Bumper & Obstacle 
Sensor 

Double Tyred Flex-Grip Rubber 
Wheel

Touchscreen Display Jointed Cutting Deck Rain Sensor & Emergency Stop 
Button

3500 m2

* The platform is designed for work indicated surfaces, in ideal cutting 

conditions: a simple, rectangular-shaped flat lawn, without any obstacles 

or additional areas and a moderate lawn growth speed.

X 11 X 17.5

**Tennis court area comparison is an approximation 

based on standard singles tennis court dimensions. 

Flex Deck
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Next Generation Processors Touch Display Bluetooth & GSM ZCS Connect Smart Batteries

Motorised Cut Height Adjustment Jointed
Self-Cleaning 

Deck & Wheels

High Grip 

Rubber Wheels

“SDM” Cut (Sat.Dynamic Memory)  

The new satellite navigation system, based on 
advanced algorithms, allows Ambrogio 4.0 Elite to 
recognize the areas just mowed. The robot creates 
virtual maps and cuts longer on dated areas, 
ensuring time saving and greater efficiency. patent pending
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Designed to cover large areas faster than any other robot 

in our range, the L400 series features a three blade cutting 

system and high capacity lithium-ion batteries to give wide 

mowing and long operating times. 

Each of the solid stainless steel cutting blades are mounted 

within independantly floating cutter arms so the blades can 

follow the contours of the ground. 

Featuring the latest 4.0 electronics and ZCS connect 

modules, the L400’s are fully GPS integrated with smart 

navigation and tracking. 

Unique wide conical grip wheels are ribbed with a  

semi-flexible toughened plastic allowing the grip to adapt to 

the ground.

SPORTS PITCHES

With a super wide cut, the L400 needs to spend 

significantly less time than other models on a pitch to keep 

it maintained, allowing the pitch to be used for what it was 

designed for. Regular cutting and mulching keeps the turf in 

top condition. 

MUNICIPLE AREAS & PRIVATE GROUNDS

With the mowing automated, grounds care staff have more 

time to tend to other tasks. Sharing all the same safety 

and tracking features as the other PROline models, these 

mowers can be left to get on with their job. 

AIRSTRIPS

Regular autonomous cutting keeps airstrips maintained so 

they are always ready to use. The contoured cut means you 

can see exactly what your wheels are touching down on. 

lARGE AREA MOWING  

AT ITS BEST
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High efficiency brushless motors

Manage up to 8 separate areas

Slopes up to 45%

Powerful lithium-ion batteries

Touchscreen Display Durable Bumper Protection 3 Blade Cutting System Conical Wide Grip Wheels Adjustable Rain Sensor

Powerful and elegant, for very large areas

Perfect cut even on uneven ground

Patented rear wheel  For excellent grip on all types of terrain, even on 

wet surfaces. 

“Smart Partition”cutting system  The robot creates and stores virtual maps of the area to be 

mowed and remembers the working times used for each area. When the robot is working in an area that 

has not been mowed for some time, it cuts the grass with a spiral system before continuing the random 

cutting action.

20,000 m2

Lightweight and robust carbon cover 
An unique design with sleek lines, which combined with 

carbon, makes the robot robust and attractive.

TOUCH DISPLAY BLUETOOTH & GSM
INNOVATIVE 

MOTHERBOARD
ZCS CONNECT

10000 m2 
(≈ 2.5 acres)

20000 m2 
(≈ 5 acres)

A powerful robot with an attractive design typical of Italian products, which can manage gardens 

up to 20,000 m2, even those with multiple separate areas. Both models are equipped with the 

latest ZCS Connect module allowing you to connect and interact with Ambrogio any time and 

everywhere.
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Choose Your Kit
If you opt to install the mower yourself, you can choose from three kit 
sizes that provide a suitable length of perimeter wire, and fixing pegs. 
These kits are available for medium, large and extra large lawns. 

*Not Required for L60 Deluxe or L30 B.

Self Installation

Our mowers are all designed in a way to make it simple for you to install yourself. Once you’ve determined a suitable location 
for the recharging station, simply lay out the perimeter wire and peg around the lawn. There is no need to bury the wire, within 
a few weeks of regular mowing it will be drawn down into the turf and no longer be visible. 

150m Wire, 200 Pegs & Connectors

RRP £69

250m Wire, 300 Pegs & Connectors

RRP £119

500m Wire, 600 Pegs & Connectors

RRP £199

Medium Large Extra Large

Not sure how big your lawn is? Don’t know what size kit you require?

We’ve got a tool that’ll help you measure your lawn and perimeter length. visit ambrogio.co.uk to start measuring. 

Professional Installation

Have your Ambrogio installed on your lawn for you. Installation includes the initial planning and consultation, the full installation 
process and configuration of the mower to your particular lawn. If you opt for professional installation there is no need to buy a 
seperate installation kit. 

Contact us or talk to your nearest dealer for more information about having your robot professionally installed. 

Need some advice?  We’re on hand to help.  Get in touch with your local dealer or contact our UK support centre directly. 

We can answer any questions you may have and guide you to the most suitable robot for your needs. 

Contact Us:     01522 283 028     ambrogio.co.uk     info@ambrogio.co.uk

Most of our models require a perimeter wire to be laid around the edge of the lawn(s) to aid navigation. 
Install this yourself or opt for professional installation.

INSTALLATION
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Keep your pets safe on your lawn with Amico

 

If your pet is wearing an Amico tag while out on your lawn, 

your Ambrogio robotic mower will give them their own space. 

As the mower quietly approches your pet, it will stop the blade 

and automatically change direction to move away from them. 

Smart Techology Keeping Pets Safe

Batteries Covers Installation Kit Blades Upgrade Options 

A WIDE RANGE OF ACCESSORIES FOR YOUR ROBOT

Contact your 
local dealer for 
all accessory 

optons

AMICO is available for several models. 

For further information please check ambrogio.co.uk or contact your local dealer.

The micro device to be put on an average/large-sized 

pets collar, or in the case of a tortoise, on its back.

 

Amico is the perfect gadget to help your pets and 

Ambrogio to share your lawn together. 
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L60 Deluxe L30 B L30 Elite L35 Deluxe L250i Elite

RRP (Inc VAT) £999 £1199 £1699 £1999 £2899

POWER

Max. Suggested Lawn Size (-20%)* 200m2 600m2 1100m2 1800m2 3200m2

Motor Type Brushed Brushed Brushless Brushless Brushless

Lithium-Ion Battery Capacity (25.9V) 5Ah - 129Wh 2.5Ah - 64Wh 5Ah - 129Wh 5Ah - 129Wh 7.5Ah - 194Wh

Max. Allowable Slope 50% 45% 45% 45% 45%

Max. Slope 40% 35% 35% 35% 35%

Slope on the Outer Edge of Perimeter Wire – 20% 20% 20% 20%

Average Working Time [hrs] (+/-20%) 02:00 00:50 02:30 02:30 03:30

Average Recharging Time [hrs] / Mode 03:00 / Manual 00:50 / Automatic 02:00 / Automatic 02:00 / Automatic 02:30 / Automatic

CUTTING SYSTEM

Blade Type Solid Stainsless Steel 4 Edged Solid Stainsless Steel 4 Edged Solid Stainsless Steel 4 Edged Solid Stainsless Steel 4 Edged Solid Stainsless Steel 4 Edged

Cutting Width [cm] 25 25 25 25 29

Cutting Height (min-max) [mm] 42-48 25-60 25-60 25-60 25-70

Cutting Height Adjustment Manual / Spacer Kit Manual / Infinitely Variable Manual / Infinitely Variable Manual / Infinitely Variable Manual / Infinitely Variable

"Spiral" Cutting Method No Yes Yes Yes Yes

“Smart Partitions” Cutting System No No No Yes Yes

“SDM” Cutting System  No No No Yes Yes

Contour Follow Blade System No No No No Yes

Eco Mode Yes No Yes Yes Yes

Rain Sensor No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Manageable Areas (Including Main Lawn) 1 2 4 8 8

NAVIGATION

ZCS Connect Module (GPS, GSM) No No No Yes Yes

Gyroscope No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Compass No No No Yes Yes

Inclinometer Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

CONTROL DEVICES

User Interface Keypad & Led Display Display Keypad & LED Touchscreen Display

APP Control Bluetooth Bluetooth Bluetooth Bluetooth-GSM Bluetooth - GSM

Bluetooth Receiver Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

SAFETY

Lift / Tip-Over Sensor Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Push / Stop Emergency Button Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Safety PIN No Pin Code Pin Code Pin & Geofence Pin & Geofence

STANDARD EQUIPMENT FOR INSTALLATION

Perimeter Wire Length Included [m] – 100 – – –

Perimeter & Base Station Pegs Included – 100 20 20 20

Charging Station No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Recharging Base Cover – Optional Optional Optional Optional

FEATURES

Weight with Batteries Incl. [kg] 8.3 9.5 9.8 9.8 15.3

Robot Size (lxwxh) [mm] 440x360x200 540x450x252 540X450X252 540X450X252 mm 580x500x290

Wheel Profile 4 Wheel Classic Classic Classic Classic Flex Rubber

Sound power [dB(A)] 65 57 59 59 63

Waterproof Protection Rating IP21 IP44 IP44 IPx4 IP44

Warranty 2 Years 2 Years 2 Years 2 Years 2 Years
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*m2 corresponds to the max performance of the battery

L250i Elite L250i Elite S+ L350i Elite 4.0 Elite Medium 4.0 Elite Premium L400i B L400i Deluxe

£3299 £3999 £3199 £3299 £12,999 £14,999

5000m2 7000m2 2200m2 3500m2 10000m2 20000m2

Brushless Brushless Brushless Brushless Brushless Brushless

7.5Ah - 194Wh 15Ah - 388Wh 15Ah - 388Wh 5.8Ah - 150Wh 8.7Ah - 225Wh 30Ah - 777Wh 60Ah - 1554Wh

45% 45% 45% 45% 45% 45%

35% 35% 35% 35% 35% 35%

20% 20% 20% 20% 20% 20%

07:00 07:00 02:45 03:45 06:00 11:00

tic 03:00 / Automatic 02:30 / Automatic 01:30 / Automatic 01:30 / Automatic 05:00 / Automatic 10:00 / Automatic

Solid Stainsless Steel 4 Edged Solid Stainsless Steel 4 Edged Solid Stainsless Steel 4 Edged 6 Cutter 6 Cutter Solid Stainsless Steel 4 Edged Solid Stainsless Steel 4 Edged

29 36 25 25 84 (3 Blades) 84 (3 Blades)

25-70 24-64 20-65 20-65 25-85 25-85

ariable Manual / Infinitely Variable Manual / Infinitely Variable Motorised Electronic Motorised Electronic Manual / Infinitely Variable Manual / Infinitely Variable

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

8 8 8 8 8 8

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

ouchscreen Display Touchscreen Display Touchscreen Display Touchscreen Display Touchscreen Display Touchscreen Display Touchscreen Display 

Bluetooth - GSM Bluetooth - GSM Bluetooth - GSM Bluetooth-GSM Bluetooth-GSM Bluetooth-GSM Bluetooth-GSM

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Pin & Geofence Pin & Geofence Pin & Geofence Pin & Geofence Pin & Geofence Pin & Geofence Pin & Geofence

– – – – – –

20 20 20 20 100 100

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Optional Optional Optional Optional Optional Optional

16.2 18.4 15.5 15.8 45 49

580x500x290 700x480x300 635x464x300 635x464x300 1200x970x380 1200x970x380

Flex Rubber Flex Rubber Flex Rubber Flex Rubber Conical Rib Grip Conical Rib Grip

63 69 63 63 75-65 75-65

IP44 IP44 IPx5 IPx5 IP21 IP21

2 Years 2 Years 6 Years (2+4) 6 Years (2+4) 2 Years 2 Years
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Dealer

Distributed In UK By

Magic Distribution  

Magic House, Station Road

North Hykeham, Lincoln, LN6 9AL

01522 283 028   info@ambrogio.co.uk
ambrogio.co.uk

Ambrogio Robot
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Daily Robotics Ltd 

www.dailyrobotics.co.uk

Tel: 01277 824379

Email: info@dailyrobotics.co.uk


